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Over 30 thousand years ago there was an island called Undal. We had 
a capital city called Keor and a technical head quarters called Chien. 
We Undalcilians brought the knowledge from countless sectors and 
ages to this planet. But we had an issue with the tectonic plates shifting 
and our Island sank. So we relocated our base of operation to the new 
true north location and set up shop. The place was called Kemet.  

Now over 30 thousand years later its called Egypt and the technology 
industry has finally caught up to our standards of operation. Undal 
develops our Cultural technologies as the history and culture of Africa is 
built into everything we create or develop. Our CryptoCurrency is a 
ERC20 token and its supporting AAI blockchain is ingrained with the 
multi nations of Africa. This allows us to introduce to the planet an 
Artificial African Intelligence and we are about the change the entire 
planet, again.  

We are UNDAL, a United Continental African Tech 
company creating Cultural technologies for the 

last 30 thousands years.
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WHAT IS UNDAL TECHNOLOGIES ?  

We are a decentralised advanced technologies company that focuses on 

creating kickass technological solutions for the average African issues faced 

today.  

Our aim through our creations is to unite Africa, fulfil the needs of unemployment, 

end corruption and eradicate poverty.  

We have incorporated and created a token called the Undal Prime Token which 

is a decentralised ERC20 Utility Token(which is used as a coupon) used to 

purchase Undal Tech Products. It is created on top of the Ethereum Blockchain to 

secure your tokens.  

With the purchase of a UPT an African will own a share in the return of the African 

sovereignty, experience African unity and help build a land that provides 

abundance, evolved education and thriving lands and its people from now on for 

every African.  

Introducing KEBULA = KINETIC. ENHANCED. BRAIN. UTILISING. LINGUISTICAL. 

ALGORITHMS  

KEBULA will be a Super DAPP with a cultural infused A.A.I(African Artificial 

Intelligence) that users can do just about anything, including play games, send 

money to people, make video calls, order food, read the news, make 

reservations, and more. Its main functionality is that it acts as a point of sale using 

it’s “Bump and go” system which allows users to bump to scan QR codes for 

payment of services or using Bluetooth 5, users can skip the payment process as 

realtime management from Kebula oversees automatic shopping cart allowing 

for zero lines in shops. Basically an DAPP with everything in one.  

The Benefits of multi-African language programming makes it possible to:  

• Develop a Blockchain that will understand the way we live, visualize and 

manipulate things in our paradigm. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF 
TOKENS

ALLOCATION OF 
FUNDS

DEVELOPMENT MARKETING RESERVE
TEAM LEGAL SECURITY

Tokonomy  

Entire Tokens in Treasury is 486,400,000

• Serve as a foundation for our rather unique A.A.I. that will assist us in 
our efforts to protect and provide for our lands and its people.  

• Increase our transaction and wealth within Africa  
• Experience unity and the end of an epoch of poverty 
• Provide the Augmented applications for a far better managed planet.
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INVESTOR-SALE PERIOD  

The Investor-Sale will begin on April , 2018 and last for 48 hours. It is 
only available for those looking to contribute more than 1000 Ether or 
107,475 Waves.  

There is a hard cap of 25,000 Ether or 2,686,880 Waves during the pre-
sale period. As with all Undal’s Sales they exchange using the Waves 
Platform.  

PRE-SALE PERIOD  

The pre-sale will begin on May, 2018. It is only available for those 
looking to contribute more than 100 Ether.  

There is a pre-sale soft cap of 25,000 Ether or 2,686,880 waves during 
the pre-sale period.  

TOKEN DETAILS  

Soft Cap  

Soft Cap Waves  

Hard Cap  

Hard Cap Waves  

Token Supply for Crowdsale

25 000 ETH  

2,734,942 WAVES  

653250 ETH  

71,464,028 WAVES  

430,610,400 UNDAL PRIME
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CROWD SALE PERIOD  

After a marketing period that plans to be epic and transforming, the ITS 
will commence on August 17, 2018 at 7 p.m. (AST) through September 
30, 2018 at 7 p.m. (AST- African Standard Time).  

If the soft cap of 25,000 Ether is reached, the crowd sale will close 
within 36 hours of the soft cap being reached. There is a hard cap of 
653,250 Ether and a total token supply of 486,400,000 Undal Prime 
Token across the pre-sale and crowd sale.  

The crowd sale incentivizes early contributors through this structure:  
1. First 50,000 Ether raised = 25% token bonus for contributors in this 
slot 
2. 100,000 to 200,000 Ether raised = 20% token bonus for contributors 
in this slot 3. 200,000 to 250,000 Ether raised = 15% token bonus for 
contributors in this slot 4. 250,000 to 300,000 Ether raised = 5% bonus 
for contributors in this slot. 
5. 300,000 to 653,250 Ether raised = 2% bonus for contributors in this 
slot 
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HOW DOES IT MAKE MONEY?  

Through the Undal Prime platform, both investors and token owners will 
be brought together in one “marketplace” of sorts. Token owners are 
able to enjoy to “tokenize” their UPT holdings on the waves platform via 
leasing tokens, thus making them more liquid, and users are able to use 
Undal Prime tokens to gain real ownership over the products Undal is 
currently developing. 

	 	   “Buy-to-lease” UPTs  

	 	   “Buy-to-sell” or trade UPTs  

	 	   “Own-Share” holdings  
(See https://medium.com/@danejohnson_0521/undal-tech-is-using-
fintech-and-tech-to-end-african-colonization-evolve-the-planet-say-
what- c8b4f0cc5539)  
How do I Invest?  
We use the Waves platform, It’s a decentralised exchange on waves 
Blockchain that allows you to trade your asset tokens(Waves, BTC and 
other assets on Wave’s Blockchain including the tokens you issued) 
without moving your funds to a third part controlled environment.  
Simply install Waves client from our website www.undal.tech or use their 
web wallet available on www.waveswallet.io  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Thank you for viewing our Digital Paper 

for serious inquiries please contact Undal Technologies offices at 

undaltech@gmail.com /Undal.tech 

We currently are located at the following address: #18 Lower 

Burg Road Boland Bank Blvd. Suite 604 Cape Town WC 

mailto:undaltech@gmail.com

